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Europe by Eurail has been the train travelerÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s one-stop source for visiting

EuropeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s cities and countries by rail for more than forty years. This comprehensive guide

provides the latest information on fares, schedules, and pass options, as well as detailed

information on more than one hundred specific rail excursions. The book contains information

readers need to enjoy visits in historic cities, romantic villages, and scenic hamlets on more than

ninety rail trips starting from twenty-eight base cities located in twenty countries. Sample rail-tour

itineraries combine several base cities and day excursions into fifteen-day rail-tour packages

complete with hotel recommendations and sightseeing options. .Packed with practical information,

step-by-step directions, advice on where to go and what to see and do, and complemented by the

inclusion of twenty maps, Europe by Eurail takes the puzzle out of European Rail Travel.
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LaVerne Ferguson-Kosinski and her late husband, George Ferguson, first coauthored this unique

and comprehensive how-to guide in 1980. They also coauthored Britain by BritRail (GPP Travel). A

resident of Fort Myers Beach, Florida, she has more than thirty years of experience traveling the

rails in Europe.

Lots of information, we will use this for trip planning.



OMG I have been looking everywhere for something to help me understand the Eurail system

before my trip to Europe and this is it!!!!. Great coverage of all the places I want to go and if it

doesn't have my exact plan it helps to see how i would find what i need. It is an easy read and super

interesting with facts, history and things to do in each destination. I suggest reading the beginning

and not skipping right to the places you want to go because it is filled with helpful information to

understand the rest. I would highly recommend this book. It is way more informative than any

YouTube video or website.

VERY helpful to understand how the Eurail system works, and provides tips and things to see in

many of the main hubs. I have MANY things highlighted throughout the Italy sections!

Great book

This was purchased as a gift and I've been told that it's wonderful! Lots of helpful tips and info.

very informative

Tthe book itself was truly a disappointment. I was expecting more of the timetables for trains in

Europe. There was VERY little of that. They give 1-3 cities in each country and train schedules to a

half dozen places from that city. VERY limited train schedules. It was not at all what I was looking

for. For general train travel in Europe it is probably pretty good, but not if you are looking for details.

Useless
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